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**ABSTRACT**

Conceptual diagrams are used extensively to understand abstract relationships, explain complex ideas, and solve difficult problems. To illustrate concepts effectively, experts find appropriate visual representations and translate concepts into concrete shapes. This translation step is not supported explicitly by current diagramming tools. This paper investigates how domain experts create conceptual diagrams via semi-structured interviews with 18 participants from diverse backgrounds. Our participants create, adapt, and reuse visual representations using both sketches and digital tools. However, they had trouble using current diagramming tools to transition from sketches and reuse components from earlier diagrams. Our participants also expressed frustration with the slow feedback cycles and barriers to automation of their tools. Based on these results, we suggest four opportunities of diagramming tools—exploration support, representation salience, live engagement, and vocabulary correspondence—that together enable a natural diagramming experience. Finally, we discuss possibilities to leverage recent research advances to develop natural diagramming tools.
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**INTRODUCTION**

Visual representations of knowledge allow us to understand and disseminate information more effectively than text alone [49]. This paper focuses on conceptual diagrams, which communicate conceptual, procedural, and metacognitive knowledge [41] in visual form.

**Conceptual diagrams** (sometimes also called explanatory diagrams or concept visualization [1]), provide a graphical overview of conceptual models—the relationship between concrete and abstract entities [29]. By giving abstract concepts visual representations, these diagrams help explain concepts...
to oneself and communicate them with others. Explaining concepts using visuals is profoundly important for dissemination of scientific knowledge and for learning. For instance, the use of diagrams in a scientific publication positively correlates with higher scientific impact [45]. Further, creating diagrams improves learning, both when diagrams are created for others [13], and when they are created for self-explanation [4].

While conceptual diagramming is clearly an important form of knowledge work, unfortunately, tools for creating conceptual diagrams are still limited. Current tools for diagramming of conceptual, procedural, and metacognitive knowledge [41] stand in tension between: a) General-purpose drawing tools such as Illustrator and Figma that offer simple pen-and-canvas or box-and-arrow metaphors, but are viscous [24]—users must constantly commit to exact positions, sizes, and styling of shapes. b) Dedicated diagramming tools such as Lucidchart and Glifly that allow rapid changes, but rely heavily on templates, limiting diagrammers to a fixed set of visual representations.

This paper argues that this relatively limited support for diagramming in tools is in part because the process of diagramming is poorly understood. For instance, often diagrammers start with informal media such as paper or whiteboards, and edit diagrams digitally before they are presented, but how do diagrammers manage the evolution of diagrams? How do diagrammers utilize the strengths and cope with the limitations of their tools? Which tools are chosen for what purposes? Such a detailed understanding of the process can help design interactive tools to support diagramming.

This paper contributes a description of the process of creating conceptual diagrams, the difficulties people face while diagramming, and opportunities for tool design. These findings are based on interviews with 18 domain experts from a wide variety of disciplines such as math, computer science, architecture, and education. Our interviews reveal that diagrammers have diverse interactions with visual representations in both physical sketches and digital tools, including finding, creating, storing, and reusing representations. When diagrammers transition from sketches to digital tools, their tool selections are influenced by their sense of control over object placement and diagram layout. Participants were concerned with two kinds of control: local object placement, and global diagram layout. Current tools, both those that use programming languages (PL) and those that use direct manipulation (DM) as their interactive metaphor trade-off one kind of control to support the other more effectively. Consequently, we found that diagrammers invented their own set of ad hoc and personal reuse patterns to iterate, simplify, and automate the diagramming workflow.

One implication of our results is the opportunity to design tools informed by the processes of diagramming, and practices that domain experts already use, making digital diagramming more intuitive and efficient. We identify four key opportunities for natural [56] diagramming tools that allow diagrammers to express their ideas visually the same way they think about them:

- **Exploration support**: supporting exploratory behaviors such as undo and backtracking during both abstract-level, breath-first exploration of the design space and low-level refinements of visual details.
- **Representation salience**: allowing explicit creation and management of visual representations, i.e. the mappings from domain constructs to shapes instead of geometric primitives themselves.
- **Live engagement**: providing diagrammers with the sense of agency by designing for liveness and directness of the diagramming experience.
- **Vocabulary correspondence**: enabling diagrammers to interact with their diagrams using vocabularies that is conventional in their domain.

For each of the opportunities, we survey existing techniques from relevant areas to provide tool designers with technical insights on how it might be implemented.

## BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK

This section provides background on three areas of related work that informed our research: research on the theory behind conceptual diagrams, existing tools for visualization, and empirical research on diagramming-related activities. Related work that is directly relevant to the implications of our work is described in the Implications section.

### Conceptual diagrams and their benefits

Conceptual diagrams differ from data visualizations, which are visual representations of concrete and factual, rather than conceptual, information. Data visualization techniques enable people to understand how quantities relate to each other and gain valuable factual knowledge about the world. Ervin [19] distinguishes between *pictorial* and *propositional* graphics: instead of directly depicting data, diagrams (propositional graphics in Ervin’s terms) constitute knowledge and embody media-independent abstractions for inference-making [44]. In addition to knowledge representation, conceptual diagrams are also a medium for creativity and exploration, since they do not require early commitments to design decisions and focus on the form of possible solutions [14].

Diagrams have been shown to have cognitive benefits to reasoning and problem solving [44, 40, 48]. Compared to textual representations, diagrams facilitate fast recognition and direct inference by making the most relevant information explicit and easily findable [44]. As an external representation of abstract structures of tasks, diagrams can work together with one’s mental representation and are an indispensable part for accomplishing distributed cognitive tasks [86]. Hegarty and Kozhevnikov [30] distinguish between *pictorial* and *schematic* visual representations and show that schematic representations of relative spatial relationships significantly outperform pictorial ones that encode visual appearances.

In addition to their values as an external, static representation of knowledge, diagrams are also beneficial when people learn with, instead of from them [75]. In educational contexts, explicit training of drawing, including the creation of new visual representations and adoption of new ones, significantly improve students’ ability to work with multiple representations and improve learning, reasoning, and communication skills [2].
Moreover, creating diagrams as visual explanations also improves learning, since they can act as a check for completeness and a medium for inference [5]. In general, people do not need formal training in visual design to create and interpret effective diagrams and learners at all levels can benefit tremendously from creating diagrams [66].

Bill Thurston famously wrote “people have very powerful facilities for taking in information visually... On the other hand, they do not have a very good built-in facility for inverse vision, that is, turning an internal spatial understanding back into a two-dimensional image [74].” In our study, we investigate how domain experts transform high-level concepts to diagrams.

Existing designs of diagramming tools
Although many diagramming tools support both text-based and graphical interfaces, we categorize current diagramming tools by their dominant mode of interaction: programming-language based (PL) tools and direct manipulation (DM) tools.

We use PL tools to refer to text-based diagramming tools, including imperative or declarative programming languages, libraries, frameworks, and embedded domain-specific languages. General-purpose tools such as Processing [61], Asymptote [7], PGF/TikZ, and Paper.js 1 provide program constructs that model graphical primitives and operations akin to those in Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) [83]. Many of their shared disadvantages are well summarized in TikZ’s manual [73]: “steep learning curve, no WYSIWYG, small changes require a long compilation time, and the code does not really “show” how things will look like.” Domain-specific tools allow diagram specifications that are higher-level and specialized to the problem domain to smoothen the learning curve. They are developed either from scratch (e.g. GraphViz and the DOT language for graph visualization [17]) or on top of general-purpose tools (e.g. TikZ’s extensions, tkz-euclide for Euclidean geometry). However, many of them still inherit the other disadvantages from above.

DM tools represent interactive diagramming tools that support WYSIWYG interfaces and direct interaction with shapes. Akin to PL tools, general-purpose DM tools such as Adobe Illustrator, Inkscape, and Figma also have similar sets of primitives, but often provide a large number of widgets or drawing tools (e.g. Illustrator CC has nearly 100 built-in tools 2). To overcome the disadvantage of their highly manual interaction model, both Illustrator and Inkscape provide language bindings or command-line tools for automation, but they still suffer from the above problems of PL tools. Popular domain-specific diagramming tools such as draw.io and Gliffy are template editors that provide predefined, mostly box-and-arrow style shapes, limiting users to a narrow set of diagrams. Research prototypes such as Sketchpad [70] and ThingLab [6] automate diagram layout using constraint solving, but many edit actions like selection and shape construction remain manual.

Other prototypes like Apparatus 3 and Bret Victor’s dynamic visualization tool [9] incorporate some limited programmatic operations (e.g. macro recording, variable declaration, and computed properties) via direct interactions.

As discussed by Satyanarayan et al. in [65], data visualization tools have transformed over the past decade. The major advances are characterized by three “waves”: (1) improvement of individual charts’ quality, (2) theories and tools that enable mass-production of visualizations, and (3) the convergence of tools [15]. Whereas the benefits of conceptual diagrams are clear and theoretical foundations exist, most of the diagramming tools are still not easily scalable and there are large gaps in existing technologies, notably between PL and DM tools. In other words, the 2nd wave of conceptual diagramming is still not here. In this paper, we aim to gain a deep understanding of people’s diagramming process to drive the design of tools that fill these gaps.

Empirical studies on diagramming-related activities
Although conceptual diagrams are widely studied as a powerful visual representation in multiple domains, there has not been a significant amount of prior work that focuses on the authoring of conceptual diagrams, especially with digital tools.

However, prior work in related activities such as note-taking and whiteboarding suggests some insights for both understanding these activities and opportunities for tool design. Studies on sketches in STEM [80] and software engineering [11] suggest a need for automating the process of sketching and preserving transient sketches such as whiteboard drawings with appropriate tools. In similar activities such as annotating documents, personal annotations undergo dramatic changes such as significant substantiation and clarification when they are shared on public platforms [47]. Digitization of the analog pen-and-paper interface attempts to make the transformation process smoother. While digital ink tools imitate the pen-and-paper experience and provide more versatility and power, there still exist gaps between the manual and digital experience of sketching due to conflicting affordances of analog pen and digital ink [64].

Given the lack on the prior work on this topic, this paper directly investigates the process of creating conceptual diagrams using digital tools.

METHOD

Participants and recruitment
We conducted interviews with 18 participants (13 male, 5 female). Participants were recruited through posts on social media, and our research group website. Of these, four participants were university faculty, 10 were PhD students or postdocs, one was a professional masters student, one was a K-12 math instructor, one is an independent software developer, and one is an enterprise software engineer. Prospective participants filled out a survey which allowed us to screen participants for our interviews. We selected the interviewees based on the following criteria: the interviewee (1) creates conceptual diagrams on a frequent basis and (2) uses digital diagramming tools to create these diagrams.

1http://paperjs.org/
2https://helpx.adobe.com/illustrator/user-guide.html
3http://aprt.us/
We employed thematic analysis methods [8] to analyze interview transcripts. The first two authors began by conducting an open coding session and discussed initial insights for each batch of interviews. Then, following all interviews, the authors discussed the codes and created a coding guide. Using the agreed coding guide, one of the authors did a second phase of coding. While conducting the second coding phase, the author also summarized the transcripts using sticky notes containing highlights of the interview sessions. All authors then reviewed both the codebook with the sticky notes to further refine the set of codes.

Finally, the authors analyzed the codes by clustering lower-level codes during multiple interactive discussion sessions. Through the higher-level clusters, a few themes with high numbers of codes emerged, such as Reuse and Representation. We present these themes and the resulting insights next.

RESULTS
In this section, we present the results from our analysis of the interview data. The section is organized in terms of the high-level themes that emerged from our analysis.

Representation finding
When illustrating a concept visually, a crucial step is to decide how every abstract object will be represented graphically. For example, Larkin and Simon, in their classic paper “Why a Diagram is (Sometimes) Worth Ten Thousand Words,” chose to represent forces with arrows in the diagram shown in Figure 2b [44]. This step, which we call representation finding, is crucial to diagram effectiveness. If Larkin and Simon had represented forces using concentric circles with different radii instead of arrows (Figure 2c), the directionality of the forces would be lost. If they had represented forces with chocolate bars with different lengths (Figure 2d), the diagram would have been inconsistent with other physics diagrams and the extraneous detail would have distracted from the core purpose.

This process of representation finding usually preceded the creation of any formal or informal diagrams. Participants engaged in two representation finding activities: (1) seeking and finding existing representations from prior work and (2) creating novel representations.

Diagrammers seek existing representations from prior work
In many domains, there are well-established visual representations for abstract concepts and objects. Therefore, diagram-
mbers tended to look at existing diagrams for representations when starting to create their representations:

“Sometimes I look for inspiration in other papers just to know what kinds of standard people are using. Sometimes there are some conventions that people actually use in my field like how to represent a camera for instance. So you kind of have to stick with these conventions.” (P3)

**Diagrammers generate new representations to tell new stories**

Other domains lack standardized representations and diagrammers creatively generate their own representations:

“The whole purpose of those diagrams [in my book] is to make something that has never been seen before visually obvious... Why didn’t anybody draw that picture before? I have been taking something that almost seems completely confusing or unimportant and having a picture that makes you know what’s going on... is truly satisfying.” (P1)

When creating diagrams for explanatory purposes, diagrammers also carefully craft visual representations to ensure that the diagram is intuitive and clear for their target audience. For instance, P8 developed new representations to reduce visual complexity:

“When a diagram has too many working elements, it becomes too hard for your brain to process it. If you can boil it down to two main things interacting, that will make the diagram much more intuitive to someone. It’s very much about choosing the right colors, lines... putting the emphasis in the right place.” (P8)

**Diagrammers use sketches to discover appropriate representations**

Sketching plays an important role in generating new visual representations or choosing among existing ones. For instance, P8, P12, P5, P9, and P13 reported iterative processes of refining their visual representations as they sketch. For instance, P9 described the evolution of diagram sketches and the changes of visual representations of the design of a complex camera-supporter-projector system, also shown in Figure 3:

“At this stage, I don’t even know how these machines would be connected, so there’s lines, but at this later stage I was actually thinking about ‘Oh, how are we going to represent these things and compute with them in practice?’ So I did arrows. There’s also certainly increased complexity in the beginning thing, I’m just looking at the situation of a single camera projectors supporter system. Then here on the next page I’m starting to look at different configurations of multiple cameras and projectors.” (P9)

**Choosing the right tools**

When participants eventually chose to move to a digital medium, their choice of tool was systematic, if not conscious. Specifically, we found participants’ preferred either programming-language based (PL) tools or direct-manipulation based (DM) ones. Below, we analyze the reasons for their preferences.

**People choose DM tools for faster feedback and global control**

DM tools were often described as “easier” and thus have lower barriers to entry when compared with PL tools. One particularly common reason for choosing DM tools was the need to place shapes in relations with other shapes, which is difficult to do without immediate visual feedback:

“So I like [a DM tool] because it gives me this very fine control over how things are aligned and when they’re straight up and down.” (P2)

Because of the synchronized visual preview, DM tools provide better support for global control over diagram layout, i.e. the relationships among graphical primitives. Diagrammers used DM tools similar to how they used pen and paper, to offload their working memory [44], but with the additional benefits provided by interactions supported by the tools:

“I’m trying to draw things down on the papers [or DM tools] because my head is getting crowded and I need to be able to keep track of everything on [digital] paper and be able to interact with it the same way I would in my head.” (P7)

**People choose programming languages for better abstraction and local control**

Comparing to the easy global control provided by DM tools, PL tools make local control easier: they let users control local placements of shapes by specifying exact pixel coordinates:

“I want this [a shape] to be exactly a hundred pixels... because there’s definitely times where I want to get this right to this point and it’s hard to do that with the mouse.” (P15)

Global layout of diagrams can be specified more precisely using PL tools, but requires more advanced programming skills and, as discussed, more time commitment:

“If it’s something where the relationships among the things you want to specify in a precise way, then it’s a lot easier, if you know how to program, to introduce a programming language where you can specify exactly the relationships you want, how you want them to change, and so forth.” (P1)

Programming languages provide affordances to create abstractions and automate the diagramming process:

“Once you have made a visualization [using PL tools], if you want to tweak things about it, you can. Just put what you do into a script, add some parameters, and you could repeatedly get the same visualization with variations... It will generate the thing automatically, you don’t have to create a whole picture by hand again.” (P1)

The complexity of languages, however, incurs a higher up-front cost and steep learning curve, making more diagrammers without programming background reluctant to commit to them. Another downside of PL tools is that they often require compile-and-run cycles and hence delayed feedback:

“There’s a long learning curve on [a PL tool] and then it’s slow. It’s a lot of typing and a lot of iterative--‘I type something and I see what it looks like’. So there’s a lot of delays in modifying [the diagram].” (P15)
Advanced diagrammers use PL tools to automate their diagramming workflows. In some cases, diagrammers find the need to create families of similar diagrams for the use of, for instance, writing a textbook or a problem set. A small number of our interviewees automated their diagramming workflow extensively by leveraging the abstraction affordances of PL tools. One automation pattern is to parameterize complex diagrams and generate multiple instances with variations to explore design alternatives and populate diagram collections:

“If I invest the time upfront to just write it, parameterized by, and then I do the diagram in terms of n and k. And then later I realize that, ‘Aw, n = 15 and k = 4 is just a mess!’ Okay, I go to the top of the file and I set n = 12 and k = 3 and I re-render it and it looks like this, and I go, ‘That’s what I want.’ If I’m not sure, okay, let’s try n = 10, try that. You can just make a new diagram in 15 seconds instead of four hours, but they also demand more time and skills up front. If I’m just going to do one diagram, it’s not worth it.” (P1)

Another pattern is creating ad hoc, embedded domain-specific languages that allow specification of diagrams at a higher level:

“I have learned a style that is highly idiomatic and not something that I could teach someone else... you look at the sort of syntactic objects that you’re going to work with in a certain proof theory, and you define the macros at the top level.” (P11)

As commented by P1 and P11 above, the automation requires a high upfront cost and advanced skill sets, and only advanced diagrammers invested in the skills and time commitment to do so.

Reusing elements from earlier diagrams

Diagrammers backtrack frequently and informally track prior versions

Diagrammers were iterative even in the formal diagramming stage, which involves frequent backtracking behaviors. Therefore, keeping track of version history becomes an essential task for diagrammers.

In the case of DM tools, however, versioning can be challenging in many existing tools, due to the lack of textual storage formats. As a result, ad hoc solutions are again created to compensate for this limitation such as keeping multiple versions of the diagram on the same canvas, as illustrated in Figure 4 and described by P5:

“I ... duplicate each [art board], change something about that, and take it out again. That’s really helpful not only to present the overall trajectory of the process, but then you can go back and reference a previous state without having to look through the undo history and destroy all of your redos. I [like to] branch out fractally with different areas that are relevant to me.” (P5)

In theory, standard version control systems such as git make it easy to track versions with PL tools. However, even with their textual file formats, versioning can still be challenging for PL tools because textual representations of diagrams can be too low-level to be human readable. As a result, P6 tracks prior versions without using standard version control systems:

“I rely either on Dropbox to store different images or I have my own custom-made back-up system that keeps hard copies of things... I have a separate script that every day pulls all of my folders and keeps copies of them if there is any change.” (P6)

Diagrammers organize reuse libraries by representation

The most common form of library we saw diagrammers maintain was a “cheat sheet”. Cheat sheets are configuration files that contain low-level parameters such as line-weight settings...
This is one area where tool support was mostly lacking. For instance, participants often took notes manually (sometimes these notes were handwritten.)

More advanced diagrammers maintained collections of existing diagrams or diagram components, organized by representation. For instance, one participant keeps a document of previous visualizations, as shown in Figure 6:

“I keep a document, that is almost all the TikZ diagrams I’ve ever had to because I find that they helped me think about how to represent diagrams for new situations.” (P7)

Another participant collects commonly used diagram components in a personal library:

“So over the time I’ve settled on specific representations for the camera and the light source, I keep copies of them. I have my own small library of things.” (P6)

**IMPLICATIONS: NATURAL DIAGRAMMING**

The results discussed above suggest unique strengths and weaknesses of existing PL and DM diagramming tools. This section offers some possibilities to combine the strengths of PL and DM tools and create more intuitive and efficient next-generation tools. Just as previous work advocated for creating programming tools “for people to express their ideas in the same way they think about them” [56] as an opportunity for natural programming, we advocate for creating diagramming tools for **natural diagramming**. Natural diagramming presents four distinct opportunities to leverage the strengths while alleviating the weaknesses of existing tools: exploration support, representation salience, live engagement, and vocabulary correspondence. We end the description of each of these natural diagramming opportunities by highlighting existing techniques that may be further developed to achieve it.
Exploration support

Exploration pervades the diagramming process for making conceptual diagrams, from choosing representation to determining stylistic details. We characterize two types of exploratory activities by adopting terms from Goel [23]: (a) Lateral transformations involve ideation and exploration at the high-level to broaden the design space, e.g., finding the appropriate visual representation for forces in Figure 2. (b) Vertical transformations are more detailed refinements to a pre-determined visual representation, such as deciding the arrowhead style in Figure 2b.

Sketching is an important, if not necessary, part of the design process [10]. Our participants produced physical sketches to explore design alternatives before transitioning to digital tools, which are perceived as a medium of higher commitment. They performed this type of exploration by looking at prior work and multiple alternatives laterally. Early informal sketches naturally afford lateral transformations [23].

Diagrammers also attempt to leverage precision, automation, and abstraction afforded by digital tools. After the visual representation stabilizes, they move to digital tools and refine this determinate representation, i.e. vertically refine their design. Unfortunately, existing tools do not provide sufficient flexibility to support even small vertical changes. Whereas DM tools require significant manual efforts to propagate local changes, PL tools require a high upfront cost to create abstractions that reduce future repetition. As a result, our participants described various ad hoc workarounds to perform common activities for exploration such as backtracking, versioning, and reuse in both PL and DM tools.

In essence, a gap exists between drafting and crafting, a design dilemma that has plagued other sketching tools (such as digital pens) [64]. Solving this dilemma requires tools that continuously support diagrammers to explore lateral and vertical changes, allowing more fluidity to make, track, and revert changes.

One solution to the problem of exploration and change management can be seen in tools for exploratory programming. Exploratory Programming (EP) characterizes a practice of experimenting and prototyping adopted by programmers across a wide range of domains [67, 39]. Data scientists reuse and iterate on small snippets of scripts to analyze data exploratively. VARIOLITE [38] support local versioning with “variant boxes” around regions of code. Software engineers often backtrack by manually deleting or re-typing code when developing software [85]. Selective undo techniques allow complex backtracking in code editing [54], which was also shown to be effective for painting applications [55].

Some systems also show opportunities for automatic vertical refinement. For instance, to support the transition from freehand sketches to final UI implementation, SILK recognizes hand-drawn shapes and translates them to real UI components [43]. DREAMSKETCH generates 3D models from sketches [37]. Sketches for conceptual diagrams, however, can often be intentionally ambiguous and unstructured, making recognition, beautification, and generation of reusable diagram components challenging [71].

Finally, in addition to better support for history management, another approach may be to reduce unnecessary changes through improved abstractions. Program synthesis can be used to generate reusable functions from examples of lower-level interactions with a potentially non-programmatic interface [27]. SKETCH-N-SKETCH is a vector drawing tool with synchronized code and graphical views of the same drawing [31]. It synthesizes reusable functions from direct manipulation of objects in the graphical view and thereby enables users to avoid repetition. Ellis et al. [16] synthesize imperative programs from hand-drawn sketches. Currently, synthesizing high-level abstractions and surfacing them in a non-obstructive, meaningful manner are still open problems for future conceptual diagramming tools.

Representation salience

Constructing and interpreting representations are crucial skills for learning new concepts and developing domain expertise [2]. Many of our participants track prior representations, curate reuse libraries, search for ones created by others, and inventively create new ones in their representation finding phase. This suggests an opportunity for natural diagramming tools
that support representation salience, treating visual representations as first-class entities and providing operations to easily interact with them.

Bret Victor uses the analogy of climbing “up” (abstraction) and “down” (concretization) the ladder of abstraction to characterize the process of understanding complex systems using visual representations [78]. Abstraction and parameterization of diagrams allows fast generation of families of similar diagrams, which can be used in multiple places or serve as a set of design alternatives. In existing tools without easy access to abstraction constructs, generating design alternatives can be a time-consuming manual process. Our participants use existing abstraction constructs such as macros and functions to encode representations, but they tend to be highly personalized and brittle solutions. As a result, these custom abstractions are rarely scalable or composable, as one frequent TikZ user said “macros are terrible, [I make macros that are] 20 or 30 braces deep... it’s just hard to write and edit.” (P11) In addition, these poor abstractions still require significant time investment and force diagrammers to concretize concepts manually instead. Consequently, diagrammers’ representational encodings are scattered in manually curated personal libraries, online examples, and cheatsheets of lower-level elements.

For visual representation to be salient, both the underlying structures and mappings to visual elements need to be encoded in the diagramming system explicitly. Further, these encodings must be specified with manageable, scalable, and composable abstraction constructs that allow diagrammers to move “up” and “down” the ladder of abstraction easily.

The management of visual representations at different levels of abstraction can be seen in many fields. For instance, Gross [25] tackles the problem of the fixed low-level representations of computer-aided design (CAD) tool by supporting gradual transition from sketches to more structured diagrams and suggesting concrete representations given early conceptual sketches. Data visualization tools such as Dashiki [52] and Draco [53] can manage of multiple representations of the underlying data.

The lack of representation salience often manifest in highly viscous diagramming tools that operate on low-level primitives and lose deeper semantics of graphical components. To solve this problem in data visualization, the grammar of graphics [81] formalizes a rich set of operations to transform data into visual components. For mathematical diagrams, PENROSE [57] includes two domain-specific languages that decouple visual representations from declaration of abstract objects and encode visual representations by pattern-matching on the objects and declaring visual elements. Apart from these domain-specific solutions above, however, conceptual diagramming tools still lack a general and accessible approach to specify problem domains and the visual representations thereof.

Live Engagement
Hutchins et al. introduce direct engagement, “the qualitative feeling that one is directly engaged with control of the objects,” as an important criterion for effective interfaces [35]. Our results show that direct engagement for diagramming can be perceived differently depending on the kinds of interfaces and the sense of control they afford, i.e. the sense of agency over essential operations in conceptual diagramming [46]. DM tool design affords continuous representations of objects and immediate visibility of incremental changes [68]. As a result, they naturally afford a sense of global control over the global rearrangement of diagram layout. Yet, local control over precise specification of visual properties and creation of high-level abstractions is still challenging in direct-manipulation tools. On the other hand, while these same operations are directly supported in PL tools, our participants reported frustration with their high latency and long compile-and-run cycles. Our results suggest immediate visual feedback (or liveness [72]) is also essential for abstract operations. In other words, the sense of control and direct engagement is diffused among DM and PL tools.

Traditional direct manipulation interfaces can be augmented by novel interaction and programming techniques such as programmatic brushes [36], programming by example [26] and programming by manipulation [32]. Bidirectional programming [12] proposes to combine direct manipulation and textual programming by surfacing both direct manipulation and text-based interfaces and synchronizes and synchronizing changes in both directions: (i) from the program text to the output (liveness) and (ii) from the output to the program text (direct engagement). These techniques, although currently limited to narrower domains, provide promising directions towards bridging the gap between PL and DM tools.

There have been also significant advances in programming languages to support liveness. Live programming techniques can provide responsive and continuous feedback on program changes. The methodology has been increasingly adopted in computer science education, web development, and traditional programming environments [50, 33, 62]. Tanimoto [72] proposes four levels of liveness with the top level featuring “stream-driven updates” and “informative, significant, responsive and live” visual representations of programs’ dynamic behaviors. Techniques such as incremental compilation and type inference [51] and typed holes [59] allow fast compilation and facilitate liveness of programming environments. However, many live programming systems only offer one-way updates from the program to its output visual representation, inhibiting the opportunities for direct interactions with the visuals.

**Vocabulary correspondence**
Conceptual diagrams are made of “abstract and topological” [20] shapes that are mapped from domain objects in the content model [63]. In Figure 2b, the concept of two counteracting forces (domain objects) is mapped to two arrows, but the exact styling and lengths of the arrows do not change the meaning of the diagram. As a result, users’ vocabularies for conceptual diagramming are often abstract, topological, and domain-specific. Therefore, there is an opportunity for natural diagramming tools that support vocabulary correspondence by having a grammar or an interface that directly maps to users’ vocabulary for diagramming.
As shown in our results, diagrammers define new abstractions to both automate and naturalize their diagramming process. More advanced diagrammers create abstractions to quickly generate new diagram instances and fit their mental models, but, even for advanced diagrammers, abstractions are brittle and often not share-able, due to the lack of tool support. In addition, many participants described diagrams in terms of relative, high-level relationships such as “smaller”/“bigger” and “overlapping”/“non-overlapping”. But the tools they use tend to operate on absolute units and do not provide support for specifying such relationships. One participant shared a vision of an ideal tool:

“The best tool... would have fairly high level primitives. I might say ‘Okay, I want it to be symmetric in this way. I want this thing always to be attached to that.’ I want to be able to define my own higher level primitives.” (P2)

In other words, large semantic and articulatory distances [35] still exist between interaction metaphors and diagrammers’ vocabulary, creating an opportunity improve the closeness of mapping [24] while maintaining users’ control and the expressiveness of diagramming tools.

One opportunity to do so is allow users to introduce their own vocabulary to the tool, for instance, through domain-specific languages (DSL). DSLs provide focused expressive power within specific problem domains at the cost of generality [77]. For instance, domain-specific diagramming systems such as GraphViz allow succinct, high-level specification of diagrams and leverage domain knowledge to solve for diagram layouts algorithmically [17]. So far, DSLs have been most useful areas such as graph visualization, but they may prove to be useful elsewhere too. To allow end-users to introduce their own DSLs, language workbenches may be a viable implementation route. These workbenches allow efficient definition, reuse, and composition of DSLs [18], but much work remains, as existing language workbenches such as MPS [79] are still complex to learn for end-users like many of our participants.

Another way to model abstract and topological relationships is using high-level constraints, an idea that has existed since the invention of SketchPad [70]. Constraint-based systems are extensively used in Computer-Aided Design (CAD) tools [69]. CAD users commonly use constraints in parametric drawing, exploring different configurations of complex shapes. Automatic formatting of documents, digital drawings, and web pages are often modeled as constraints and can be optimized by solvers [34, 60]. To further simplify the process of constraint specification, some systems allow visual interactions with constraints [32, 22] while others intelligently infer constraints by examples [42]. By offloading the burden of low-level specification to constraint solvers, diagrammers often lose control of diagram elements, which poses usability challenges to future diagramming tools.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Conceptual diagrams are essential for understanding concepts, communicating ideas, and improving instructions effectively in many fields. This paper provides the first empirical study of how domain experts create conceptual diagrams.

Our results demonstrate representation finding as a vital step in the diagramming process and the role that sketches play in this step. However, due to limitations of current tools, notably the trade-offs between direct manipulation tools and programming languages, reusing representations is still challenging. As a result, diagrammers creatively circumvent these limitations by employing a set of ad hoc techniques to reuse diagram components and to scale up diagram production.

Based on our results, we introduce the concept of natural diagramming and four opportunities for natural diagramming support: exploration support, representation salience, live engagement, and vocabulary correspondence. For each of them, we discussed how recent advances from various research communities can help improve existing tools and design future tools.

Future work can leverage the substantial amount of conceptual diagrams that exist in the wild and perform large-scale analysis to gain a more quantitative understanding of existing diagrams. Similarly, it is possible to leverage the large number of current diagramming tools, some of which support a subset of natural diagramming. In particular, it may be possible to isolate and quantify the benefits of each opportunity of natural diagramming introduced in this paper by analysing existing tools. A deeper, more systematic analysis of the relationships and trade-offs among the four natural diagramming opportunities may further inform tool designers to make design decisions more critically. Further, this study does not focus on collaboration support for conceptual diagramming. Future work may explore how to support, for instance, vocabulary correspondence when multiple diagrammers from diverse backgrounds collaborate on a single conceptual diagram.

Natural diagramming embodies our vision for future diagramming tools—tools that seamlessly and naturally translate diagrammers’ high-level ideas to beautiful and illustrative diagrams. This paper advances this goal by articulating a concrete vision for systems designers to create more effective diagramming tools.
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